The "Jam Session Classic" is an all around kite that offers fun
flying for everyone from beginners to experts! The ease of
handling and the possibilities of both trick flying and precision
flying are what make this kite an unrivaled "Classic".
Congratulations on purchasing the most popular all around High
Quality (HQ) Sport Kite ever sold in the USA.
The HQ split cap makes it easier to spread the leading edge
using a tensioning cord. After assembly,
the knots and cord ends are tucked away
inside recesses specially provided for
this purpose, so that you achieve a clean
finish. There's also a neat way of
attaching a trick cord here.
Step 1: Pull the short tensioning cord
through the hole in the cap so that knot
1 disappears inside the recess. Now put
the other end through the knot on the
leading edge, as shown in the drawing.
Step 2: Stretch the leading edge with
the tensioning cord so that knot 2 locks
into the bottom of the slot.
Due to the unique balance of "The Jam", personal preference
adjustments are available with minor modifications. Notice that
the kite is shipped with the adjustment in the BEGINNER
position. By simply moving the flight line from the BEGINNER
position (see diagram 2) to the ADVANCED position, the flyer
will create a much less stable and more radical trick flying kite.
Simply loosen the lark spar knot and slide the flight line up to
the second position (see diagram 2) and the "Jam" will fly with
greater sensitivity. The beginner or novice should learn basic
flying techniques with the factory settings. No adustments to
the bridle is necessary to begin flying.
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Included with this kite you will also receive two "wind brakes".
These are gauze pieces that are attached to both sides of the
lower leading edge using the inner and center standoffs, (see
diagram 3). By placing these "brakes" on your "Jam" you can
SLOW the effects of strong, fast moving winds. This wind
"braking" effect, is especially desirable for beginners and novices
and will give the flyer additional time to adjust his/her steering
lines even in strong winds.
NOTE: We recommend using high quality kite line for your
purchase. Ask for Laser Pro or equal quality kite line in 90-150
lb. pull test and 80-125ft. length. Your local kite shop or kite
dealer can recommend the right line for you and your flying
conditions. ALWAYS BE SURE YOUR KITE LINES ARE
EXACTLY THE SAME LENGTH.
CAUTION: NEVER FLY NEAR OR UNDER ELECTRIC
POWER LINES OR WHERE PEOPLE OR ANIMALS
ARE IN DANGER OF BEING HIT WITH YOUR KITE
OR LINES.
CLEAN, UNOBSTRUCTED WIND IS REQUIRED FOR
FLYING SPORT KITES. On a hill, at the beach or in a very
large field are all considered ideal locations for the best conditions.
For the local AKA kite club nearest you in the USA call: 1 800AKA-2550. Your local AKA kite club members are always
willing to give you advice on flying techniques and the best kite
flying locations in your area.
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Specification
Wingspan:
Height:
Weight:
Rec. lines:
Wind range:
Sail cloth:
Spars:

217cm / 85"
107cm / 42"
326g / 11,75 oz
90-150lb./80-125ft.
3-24mph.
Reinforced nylon
6mm hollow
carbon rod

The right to make technical alterations is reserved!

